
Patient is known to be positive for COVID-19 prior to 
admission 

IPAC to review patient to determine when symptoms 
clear and determine when repeat COVID-19 testing will 

occur.

 Cohort patient in semi-private room with another 
COVID-19 POSITIVE patient with both patients in 
droplet/contact isolation.

 Ensure curtains are closed at all times

 Dedicate equipment to each patient

 Assign one patient the bathroom and provide 
second patient with a commode

Once flag removed by IPAC bed 
placement follows usual hospital 
processes for patient s diagnosis; 
use normal IPAC algorithms for 

decision making

Patient Flow and flagging of patients who are POSITIVE COVID-19 

Updated: April 22, 2020

 When completing OE for an admission through the 
ED, DS or AC, select positive in the Pandemic field 
in OE.

 When entering the admission into the Admission 
Registration Screen, bed allocation inputs positive 
in the Pandemic field if status is known positive 
(from OE or from screening for a direct admit).

IPAC to review patient to 
determine if COVID-19 flag can 
be removed.  Once completed, 
IPAC changes pandemic field to 

 clear  in LAB LIS.

TWO negative test 
results received?

Result
received during IPAC 

worked hours?

Is there an 
IPAC note indicating 

criteria to clear 
patient?

Has criteria
been met?

 Unit notifies Bed 
Allocation that COVID-19 
status is now clear

 Bed Allocation changes 
status to clear in the 
Pandemic field in LAB LIS

Maintain current 
precautions and 
wait for IPAC to 

complete 
assessment

Wait for confirmation of TWO 
negative results, then reassess
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Patient tests positive for COVID-19 during 
admission

 Lab phones inpatient unit & notifies unit of 
positive result. 

 Unit notifies bed allocation of positive 
result

 Bed Allocation updates pandemic field to 
 positive  in LAB LIS
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